
WRITING A 2000 WORD SHORT STORY

I'm just coming up for air after a heavy afternoon of writing. Feels great! I don't remember being this absorbed in my
writing for a long time.

What elements are essential to creating a good short story? An aspiring creative writer is vulnerable to
superfluous writing, to overdescribe, to create a full character-study. Eliminate scenes that merely get your
characters from one place to another. An idea is only as good as the vessel it finds itself in. In a recent
interview, you said that you believe everyone has the ability to be a good storyteller, even in general
conversation. How long is a short story? This increases the size of your story. Omit needless words. The large
magazines and popular websites that do buy short stories fiction or non-fiction usually pay less than what they
pay for how-to articles and feature articles, and the competition among freelance writers is fierce. Many
individuals believe they can write interesting short stories, and then sell them. So, how does a short story
differ from a novel? Can you think of any characters that might help you tell the story and answer the
question? What setting would be most appropriate to answer the questions? Once you have a first draft, go
back and see if it has some kind of structure or arc. The rest of the story is him telling the cabbie how deeply
his life choices have hurt his family. Most short stories run between 2, to 2, words, and no more than 5, â€” 6,
words. In a love story, the trouble might be emotional, a heroine torn between two lovers. Step 3. In a thriller,
your character might find himself in physical danger, a life or death situation. Regardless of the difficulties of
selling short stories, Stephen King once admitted that it is more challenging to craft a short story than it is to
compose a full-length novel. You write both short stories and novels. Novel, story, poem, play or cartoon,
each is a different-sized vessel. Join Us.


